
Preface

This volume contains a selection of refereed papers from participants of the
workshop “Construction and Analysis of Safe, Secure and Interoperable Smart
Devices” (CASSIS), held from the 10th to the 13th March 2004 in Marseille,
France:

http://www-sop.inria.fr/everest/events/cassis04/

The workshop was organized by INRIA (Institut National de Recherche en
Informatique et en Automatique), France and the University de la Méditerranée,
Marseille, France. The workshop was attended by nearly 100 participants, who
were invited for their contributions to relevant areas of computer science.

The aim of the workshop was to bring together experts from the smart devices
industry and academic researchers, with a view to stimulate research on formal
methods and security, and to encourage the smart device industry to adopt
innovative solutions drawn from academic research.

The next generation of smart devices holds the promise of providing the
required infrastructure for the secure provision of multiple and personalized
services. In order to deliver their promise, the smart device technology must
however pursue the radical evolution that was initiated with the adoption of
multi-application smartcards. Typical needs include:

– The possibility for smart devices to feature extensible computational infras-
tructures that may be enhanced to support increasingly complex applica-
tions that may be installed post-issuance, and may require operating system
functionalities that were not pre-installed. Such additional flexibility must
however not compromise security.

– The possibility for smart devices to achieve a better integration with larger
computer systems, through improved connectivity, genericity, as well as inter-
operability.

– The possibility for smart devices to protect themselves and the applications
they host from hostile applications, by subjecting incoming applications to
analyses that bring strong guarantees in terms of confidentiality or resource
control.

– The possibility for application developers to establish through formal ver-
ification based on logical methods the correctness of their applications. In
addition, application developers should be offered the means to convey to
end-users or some trusted third party some verifiable evidence of the cor-
rectness of their applications.

– The possibility for smart devices to be modeled and proved correct formally,
in order to achieve security evaluations such as Common Criteria at the
highest levels.
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In order to address the different issues raised by the evolution of smart de-
vices, the workshop consisted of seven sessions featuring one keynote speaker
and three or four invited speakers:

1. Trends in smart card research
2. Operating systems and virtual machine technologies
3. Secure platforms
4. Security
5. Application validation
6. Verification
7. Formal modeling

The keynote speakers for this edition were: Eric Vétillard (Trusted Logic),
Ksheerabdhi Krishna (Axalto), Xavier Leroy (INRIA), Pieter Hartel
(U. of Twente), K. Rustan M. Leino (Microsoft Research), Jan Tretmans
(U. of Nijmegen), and J. Strother Moore (U. of Texas at Austin).

In addition, a panel chaired by Pierre Paradinas (CNAM), and further con-
sisting of Jean-Claude Huot (Oberthur Card Systems), Gilles Kahn (INRIA),
Ksheerabdhi Krishna (Axalto), Erik Poll (U. of Nijmegen), Jean-Jacques Quis-
quater (U. of Louvain), and Alain Sigaud (Gemplus), examined the opportuni-
ties and difficulties in adapting open source software for smart devices execution
platforms.

We wish to thank the speakers and participants who made the workshop such
a stimulating event, and the reviewers for their thorough evaluations of submis-
sions. Furthermore, we gratefully acknowledge financial support from Conseil
Général des Bouches-du-Rhône, Axalto, France Télécom R&D, Gemplus Inter-
national, Microsoft Research and Oberthur Card Systems.
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